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A novel eftect of alloying on the electron momentum density in a disordered a-Cu91Ge9 alloy is reported. The efrect, which is the appearance of a bump in the derivative spectra at low momenta, is predicted
approximation and is observed in two-dimensional
angular
by theory employing the coherent-potential
correction experiments on the alloy. It reAects the presence of an s-p impurity band far below the Fermi
level. Accurate experimental values for the Fermi-surface radii kloo and kilo and for the associated
disorder-induced smearings in CuGe are also reported for the first time.
PACS numbers:

71.25. Hc, 78.70. Bj

Numerous calculations' and measurements of the angular correlation of annihilation radiation in two dimensions (2D-ACAR) in pure Cu have established that the
momentum density p(p) within the Fermi surface (FS)
in the first Brillouin zone is flat and featureless.
This
Letter reports the results of a combined experimental
and theoretical study in which we focus on the lowmomentum behavior of p(p) in Cu9tGe9, . we find a new
structure in the alloy which is absent in Cu. Because of
Fourier-transform
properties, p(p) at low p directly
reflects the properties of s-p states near k =0; these
states lie well below (
10 eV) the Fermi level EF in Cu
and Cu-based solid solutions. These states and the associated valence-band edges have not been accessible in
previous experiments; for example, in photoemission they
possess rather small intensities and are masked by secondary and background emissions. This is the first time
that alloying effects originating in states far below Ez
have been found to produce a clear signature in p(p) and

previous direct measurement of this quantity.
The measurements were performed on a 2D-ACAR
position-sensitive
setup
detectors of the
employing
high-density multiwire-chamber
After correction
type.
for the instrumental response, the measurements yield a
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2D-ACAR spectra.
We have also analyzed our data to obtain FS radii
k ioo and k io with accuracies which in pure Cu approach
those obtainable in de Haas —van Alphen (dHvA) experiments. The disorder-induced
dampings in the alloy at
the FS are reported; here again we are not aware of a
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TABLE I. Sample temperature,

instrumental resolution
cluding positron motion), and bin size in the experiment.

Temperature
Sample
CU

Cu9]Ge9

'1 mrad =10
locity of light.

720

(K)
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[py
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xp l (mrad~)

0.4xp 3
0.6 x P. 5

(in-

Bin size'
(mrad )

0. 198 x 0. 198
0.280 x 0.280

mc, where m is the electronic rest mass and c the ve-
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F[CJ. 1. Cuts along p~ = [010] through the experimental
2D-ACAR distributions (solid lines) with p, = [1001 in Cu
(top) and Cu9[Ge9 (bottom). Five (Cu) or three (Cu9lGe9)
rows of bins parallel to p~ have been added to improve statistics. The dots give the derivatives obtained from a third-degree
least-squares polynomial fit to five successive data points; the
more heavily smoothed dashed curves show the low-p behavior
more clearly. The thin solid curves at low momenta give the
theoretical derivatives (see text).
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2D-ACAR distribution

given by

r

N (p», p, ) = const x & p (p) dp„.
(I)
Here p(p) is the two-photon momentum density distribution and p the component of p along the line connecting the detectors. The samples were carefully annealed
single crystals of Cu and Cu9[Ge9, oriented with p
within 1' of first the [100] and then the [110] direction.
The experimental parameters are summarized in Table I.
Figure 1 shows cuts along p» =[010] through the Cu
and alloy 2D-ACAR distributions,
together with their
derivatives.
The appearance of a bump in the lowmomentum region [(0-2) x 10 mcl of the alloy derivative spectrum (lower part of Fig. 1) is clearly evident.
To understand the origin of this bump we have computed p(p) in Cu and the configurational average (p(p))
in Cu90Ge]0 with a constant positron wave function.
(p(p)) was calculated in the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker
coherent-potential
(KKR-CPA).
approximation
Figure 2 shows that (p(p)) in Cu9QGeio possesses a bump at
p=0; calculations show that this feature is isotropic in p
and leads to a bump in the theoretical dN(p», 0)/dp»
curve (thinly drawn in Fig. I). A calculation in which
the p integration in Eq. (I) is restricted to the interval
from minus to plus one half the distance I L in the Brillouin zone (rather than from — to
produces a
practically identical bump in the derivative curve, thus
excluding the possibility that the observed bump results

~

+~)

trivially from the
mi surface and
In Cu,
ponents.
ed p integration
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line of integration intersecting the Ferthe high-momentum
(umklapp) comon the other hand, a similarly restrictyields an essentially zero derivative at

low p.

In Fig. 2, the contributions to (p(p)) from the host energy bands in the alloy and the Ge-related impurity band
(lowest A| band; see inset) are given separately. Clearly,
the impurity band hybridizes strongly with the conduction band (both are s-p-like), which results in a transfer
of momentum density from the conduction to the impurity band. However, at low p there is an extra density
amounting to
10% at p=0, stemming from the delocalized s-p-like Ge states. The present 2D-ACAR results provide the first direct experimental evidence for
the existence of this Ge-derived band and a verification
of the KKR-CPA predictions in this respect.
We turn now to the FS radii and their disorderinduced smearing in the alloy. The derivative curve for
Cu in Fig. 1 shows a peak at about p~ =5.4 and a dip at
8. 1 x 10 mc. The peak is caused by the discontinuity in
p(p) at the Fermi surface while the dip stems from the
umklapp FS break in the (020) zone (at ap/2m= 1.2 in
Fig. 2). As expected, both these features become
broader in the alloy because of disorder broadening of
levels, and, furthermore, the peak and the dip move respectively to higher and lower p~ values. These movements reflect the increase in the FS dimensions on alloy-
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FIG. 2. Calculated momentum density along (100) in Cu
(thin solid curve) and Cu9pGe[p (heavy solid curve). The latter
is broken up into an
(dot0 (dashed curve) and an E
dashed curve) contribution.
Inset: The band structure of
Cu9pGelp (Ref. 8).
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FIG. 3. Derivatives dN(p», 0)/dp» (in a limited range
around kF) for (p», p, ) =([0101,[0011) and ([110],[0011). The
curves represent fits of the model described in the text. Arrows
indicate the fitted Fermi radii, and heavy lines represent the
smearing 2h, k F.
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ing.

To obtain numerical values for the Fermi radii k~pp and kiip and the damping of states at the Fermi surface in these
two directions, we have performed a model calculation and fitted the results to the experimental derivative data. The
model consists of a parabolic, but anisotropic, conduction band with dispersion relation

E1,=k [Co+C4(k +ky+k )+C6kxkyk

+Cs(k +ky+k

where k„, etc. , are the direction cosines of the wave vecFurtor k, and Cp, . . . , Cg are still to be determined.
thermore, it is assumed that the spectral momentum density is a Lorentzian with halfwidth I which describes a
possible damping due to electron scattering. Integration
of this spectral momentum density with respect to E up
to Ep yields a "fuzzy" model momentum density

p(p) =rr

'

arctan[(EF

—Et, )/I ]+ z

(3)

.

Here p=6k with 6 =1 and Umklapp components are
neglected. Before fitting of this model to the data, the
coefficients Cp, . . . , C8 which describe the shape of the
Fermi surface were determined by fitting of the FS resulting from Eq. (2) to the Halse-Cu7 FS' with an accuracy better than 0. 3% within the angular region of interest. The fitted FS is used in the analysis of both the
Cu and the alloy data. N(p~, p, ) is then obtained from
Eqs. (1)-(3). After convolution with the instrumental
resolution, N(p~, p, ) is diff'erentiated, and the result is
fitted to the data over the range 0.75kF & p~ & 1.2k'.
Five parameters, Eq, I, the height and slope of a linear
background (to account for the derivative of the core and
3D contribution over this limited range), and a scale factor, are determined so as to minimize the residue of the
fit. k ~pp and k ~p are then readily obtained from Ez with
Ak F follows
from
Eq. (2), while the smearing
Akq =I /(dE/ dk~). Figure 3 shows that our fits are excellent in all cases. The FS smearing obtained for Cu is
somewhat
resolution,
greater than the instrumental
which is reasonable since most imperfections in the model [e.g. , nonconstancy of p(p) within the FS, neglect of
eff'ectsl will result in an inmany-body enhancement
crease of the fitted value of I .
Table II compares our results with the Halse-Cu7 radii in Cu and with the KKR-CPA calculations of Prasad
~

TABLE II. Fermi radii and disorder smearing of the Fermi
surface (both in units of 10 mc =2. 5896 nm ') in the (100)
and (110) directions in Cu and CU9IGe9.
CU9I Ge9

CU

&[OO

& [[O

~I I~b
~& I [O'

Present

dHvA

Present

work

(Ref. 10)

work

Theory'

5. 58 ~ 0.02
5.03 ~ 0.02

5. 58 ~ 0.01
5.01 ~ 0.01

5.94 w 0. 10
5.42 w 0.03

5.93
5. 32

0.5 + 0. 1
0.4 ~ 0. 1

'Values obtained from Ref. 8 by interpolation.
"AkF is half the full width of the smearing function.
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0.35
0.23

(2)

A few remarks are in order.
and Bansil in Cu9iGe9.
First, our precision of kipp and kiip for Cu is only a factor of 2 worse than the 0.2% accuracy of the dHvA radii.
This was made possible by the a priori knowledge of the
shape (not size) of the FS of Cu; otherwise, a 1% to 2%
precision would have been more realistic. '' The accuracy with which kiip has been determined is greater than
that of kazoo because of the ffatness of the FS in the (110)
direction. Secondly, in the alloy the value for kipp is in
good agreement with the CPA predictions; the measured
k 1 [p is somewhat
larger than the theoretical value.
These results are in line with much lower-resolution
and early
angle-resolved photoemission measurements'
Recent lowpositron-annihilation
experiments. '
tend
resolution point-geometry positron measurements'
to give lower values. Finally, the electronic damping in
the alloy was obtained by correction of the values of Akz
shown in Fig. 3 for the instrumental resolution as derived
from the Cu measurements (the positron disorder dampdamping is
ing can be neglected' ). The measured
about 50% larger than the KKR-CPA prediction, but
this diAerence may be overestimated because of the use
of the Cu7 FS shape also in the alloy. We consider the
preceding agreement between theory and experiment
with respect to radii and dampings to be satisfactory,
elecgiven the inherent uncertainties in first-principles

'

tronic structure calculations.
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